Get Quick Insight Into Supply Chain Cyber Health & Vulnerabilities

Avoid catastrophic data breaches or operations disruption from third party cyber-attacks

- Get instant visibility into the cyber health of your entire supply chain, powered by Security Scorecard
- Enable procurement to make smart sourcing decisions with cyber health data at their fingertips
- Enhance your current cyber and IT vetting process with broader visibility, faster insights, and continuous monitoring
- Pair quantitative scores with qualitative questionnaires to identify potential for a data breach or business interruption

Today’s Supply Chains are Especially Vulnerable to Cyber-Attacks

- **2/3** of supply chain data breaches are from supplier vulnerabilities
- **NEARLY 50%** of small businesses were victims of a cyber-attack
- **44%** of businesses have had a data breach caused by third-party
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The Consequences of Supply Chain Cyber-Attacks Can be Devastating

- **STOLEN CUSTOMER OR EMPLOYEE DATA**
  - Reputational damage, costly fines, lost business

- **STOLEN TRADE SECRETS OR ENGINEERING SPECS**
  - Negative press, competitive damage

- **BUSINESS OR SERVICE INTERRUPTION**
  - Service outages, project delays, lost revenue

Quantitative & Qualitative Approach to Cybersecurity

**INSTANT CYBER RATINGS**
- Get cyber scores for your full supply chain
- Quickly identify potential cyber vulnerabilities
- See scores with no action required by the supplier
- Offer free remediation steps

An F-graded supplier is 7.7x more likely to have a data breach

**CYBER ASSESSMENT**
- Ask about IT and data policies and practices
- Understand sensitive data handling & storage
- Identify digital security risks to inform sourcing decisions
- Customize to your needs

Automate existing processes or dive deeper into ratings
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